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Abstract—This paper proposes the application of logic locking
over TFHE to protect both user data and algorithms, such
as input user data and models in machine learning inference
applications. With the proposed secure computation protocol,
algorithm evaluation can be performed distributively on honest-
but-curious user computers while keeping the algorithm secure.
To achieve this, we combine conventional logic locking for
untrusted foundries with TFHE to enable secure computation. By
encrypting the logic locking key using TFHE, the key is secured
with the degree of TFHE. We implemented the proposed secure
protocols for combinational logic neural networks and decision
trees using LUT-based obfuscation. Regarding the security anal-
ysis, we subjected them to the SAT attack and evaluated their
resistance based on the execution time. We successfully configured
the proposed secure protocol to be resistant to the SAT attack in
all machine learning benchmarks. Also, the experimental result
shows that the proposed secure computation involved almost no
TFHE runtime overhead in a test case with thousands of gates.

I. INTRODUCTION

Data and algorithms have substantial value in real-world

applications such as medical and commercial sectors. Consider

a scenario involving a medical enterprise and an algorithm-

driven company. The medical enterprise owns a dataset, while

the company has a data mining algorithm. The company

prefers not to disclose its proprietary algorithm, and the

medical enterprise is reluctant to share its dataset due to its

potential sensitivity. This impasse can be resolved through

a private function evaluation (PFE) protocol, allowing the

medical enterprise to receive the result of the data mining

algorithm running privately on its dataset.

In two-party PFE problem, Party P1 holds a private function

f and optionally, a private input x1. Conversely, Party P2

holds a different private input, x2. The goal is for both parties

to independently calculate the value of f(x1, x2) without

third-party involvement. Subsequently, one or both parties

can obtain the value of f(x1, x2), with no capacity to infer

additional information beyond their specified outputs. PFE,

a special case of secure computation, diverges significantly

from standard secure function evaluation (SFE) as the func-

tion f is public in SFE, but confidential in PFE. Existing

literature on PFE protocols, on the other hand, often restricts

permissible functions to specific types. We focus on functions

implemented by arbitrary circuits and discuss general-purpose

PFE protocols. A common PFE protocol approach utilizes

Universal Circuits (UC). UC refers to a sequence of circuits

U = {Un}n∈N, each of which can take as input a circuit C
of size n and a valid input x, and output C(x) ← Un(C, x).
A limitation of UC-based PFE protocols is that a Boolean UC

has an optimal size |Un| = Θ(nlogn) [1]. Thus, when the

circuit size is large, the size increase resulting from UC usage

renders UC-based PFE impractical.
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Fig. 1: Conceptual overview of the proposed LUT-based

logic locking over TFHE. The inputs i1 to i6 and the logic

locking keys, which are truth table values, are encrypted. The

encrypted output value is obtained without decryption.

In this paper, we propose a general-purpose secure com-

putation approach combining logic locking with conventional

secure computation methods like Fast Fully Homomorphic

Encryption over the Torus (TFHE) [2] and garbled circuit

[3]. Logic locking, initially developed as a countermeasure for

untrusted IC foundries [4], is used to obscure the algorithm.

Earlier literature lacked formalism delineating the precise

security level a logic locking scheme should provide. However,

[5] shows that several programmable logic-based methods

[6]–[9] can be modeled within a UC security framework,

indicating logic locking could facilitate a more efficient PFE

implementation compared to UC.

Fig. 1 illustrates our proposed secure computation method,

which protects both the algorithm (e.g., machine learning

models) and user data by using logic locking to safeguard

the algorithm and evaluating it in an encrypted form using

TFHE. Notably, the logic locking key, represented as a binary

sequence, is encrypted with the model owner’s private key,

providing mathematical security assurance. This is a stark

departure from conventional logic locking methods used for

untrusted foundries. Here, it should be mentioned that our

main idea could be implemented using garbled circuits, while

we assume TFHE as the underlying technique in this paper.

Also, it is important to mention that the proposed method

is a general-purpose secure computation approach including

sequential circuits, while its significance is discussed with

combinational circuit-based machine learning in this paper.

Meanwhile, as logic locking attacks have been thoroughly

studied, methods such as SAT attack and its extensions [10],
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[11] could be applied to the proposed secure computation.

Thus, resistance to these attacks is crucial. This work focuses

on LUT-based logic obfuscation, as suggested by [12], [13],

stating that the number of LUTs and the replacement strategy

for LUTs can effectively enhance attack resistance.

Contributions: In brief, our contributions are as follows:

1) We introduce logic locking over TFHE as a novel general-

purpose secure computation approach that protects both

the algorithm and user data. The proposed protocol facil-

itates two-party private function evaluation (PFE) [14].

2) We suggest encrypting the logic locking key with TFHE.

Traditional logic locking relies on tamper-proof chip

protection to shield secret key values from attackers. Yet,

even with this safeguard, a malicious third party with

access to the locked circuit’s oracle could acquire the

correct key. Encrypting the logic locking key renders it

theoretically inaccessible to any third party, even those

with physical system access.

3) Our experiments confirmed that obfuscated algorithms

withstanding the SAT attack could be achieved with an

acceptable overhead concerning TFHE execution time.

4) We conducted a security analysis under the honest-but-

curious (HBC) model, wherein participants comply with

the protocol and unauthorized information acquisition is

prevented, substantiating our protocol’s security. Further-

more, we explored countermeasures for scenarios extend-

ing beyond the HBC model and carried out experiments

to assess their efficacy.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II

provides background information on TFHE, logic locking, and

SAT attacks for deobfuscation. Section III details the proposed

secure computation protocol, encompassing the protocol def-

inition, logic locking procedure, and security analysis. Sec-

tion IV presents the experimental results. Finally, Section V

concludes the paper.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Fast Fully Homomorphic Encryption over the Torus: TFHE
Homomorphic Encryption (HE) is a unique form of encryp-

tion allowing computations on encrypted data without needing

decryption [15]. Depending on the types of functions allowed

for computation, HE can be classified into various types.

Notably, Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE) supports the

evaluation of arbitrary functions through a process known as

bootstrapping, proposed in Gentry’s seminal work [16]. This

technique is used to mitigate the noise produced within the

ciphertexts during computations.

TFHE [2], [17] is one kind of FHE and can evaluate

arbitrary Boolean circuit over encrypted ciphertexts. One key

advantage of TFHE is its swift bootstrapping time relative

to other Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE) schemes. For

example, TFHE’s bootstrapping time approximates 10 ms,

whereas schemes like BGV with HElib can take minutes

[18]. Owing to the efficient bootstrapping process per logical

operation, the evaluation time of logic functions in TFHE, fre-

quently represented as combinational logic circuits, is directly

proportional to the number of logic operations (gates). This

feature is highly advantageous for efficient computations.

(a) original circuit
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(b) XOR-based obfuscation
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(c) MUX-based obfuscation

2-LUT

K K
0 1 2 3
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Fig. 2: Logic locking.

B. Logic Locking and SAT attack
Logic locking [4] is a technique used to protect Intellectual

Property (IP) from untrusted foundries. In this approach,

additional logic gates, known as key gates, are inserted into

the original function, as depicted in Fig. 2. These key gates

are controlled by a logic locking key, which is stored in on-

chip memory. The key gates employed in logic locking often

include XOR/XNOR gates [4], [19]–[21], MUX gates [20],

[22]–[24], or look-up tables [12], [25], [26]. Only when the

correct logic locking key is applied, does the Integrated Circuit

(IC) function correctly. Therefore, attackers attempt to steal the

logic locking key to gain access to the function.
The SAT attack [10] is a potent technique for retrieving the

logic locking key. It works by iteratively eliminating incorrect

keys using Distinguished Input Patterns (DIPs) – specific

inputs that yield different outputs for different keys. Through a

series of iterations, all incorrect keys can be eliminated within

seconds to minutes, even for large circuits. After identifying

each DIP, a new constraint is added to the SAT solver’s

satisfiability problem. This continues until the solver cannot

find a satisfying assignment. At this stage, any key that

meets all previous DIPs is considered the correct key for the

obfuscated circuit.

C. LUT-based Obfuscation
LUT-based obfuscation employs Look-Up Tables (LUTs) as

key gates in logic locking [8], [12], [13]. LUTs are commonly

used in FPGAs to implement arbitrary combinational logic

functions, with their truth-table values provided externally. In

LUT-based obfuscation, these truth-table values serve as the

logic locking key.
In this work, we utilize Look-Up Tables (LUTs) for ob-

fuscation due to several reasons. Firstly, LUT-based logic

locking demonstrates the potential to be modeled within a

Universal Circuit (UC) security framework as suggested in [5].

Secondly, as mentiond in [12], compared with other techniques

(e.g., XOR and MUX), LUTs can expand the truth-table size

exponentially with increased inputs. Furthermore, LUTs, in

replacing the original logic gates and locking the Integrated

Circuit (IC), preserve only a portion of the original design,

whereas XOR gate locking maintains the entire original design

while introducing key gates. Thirdly, in conventional LUT-

based obfuscation, logic locking for supply chain attacks
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with large LUTs results in significant design overhead in

power, performance, and area during silicon implementation,

as reported in [6]. However, the proposed method presents

the algorithm using logical expressions and evaluates the

logic circuit virtually using TFHE on computers. Therefore,

considerations related to silicon-related overheads, such as

power, and area, are deemed unnecessary in this context.

III. PROPOSED SECURE COMPUTATION PROTOCOL: LOGIC

LOCKING OVER TFHE

A. Definitions

The principal protocol considered in this paper is two-party

private function evaluation (PFE) [14]. Subsequent sections

provide thorough explanations of the protocol.

Definition of data owner and model owner: We define

the “data owner” as a user possessing their own computing

resources and input data, while the “model owner” refers to

an individual who possesses the protected algorithm (e.g., a

machine learning model). In the context of inference services

using machine learning, the model owner typically holds the

machine learning model that requires protection. Both the data

and model owners aim to perform their respective operations

with minimal disclosure of information about each other.

B. Assumptions for The Proposed Protocol.

we consider the honest-but-curious (HBC) model, assuming

that the attacker is either on the side of the data holder or

the algorithm holder. This model places limitations on their

behavior, implying that they are expected to act honestly but

may still be curious about the other party’s information.

C. Proposed Protocol

The protocol of the proposed logic locking over TFHE

consists of eight phases, as depicted in Fig. 3, and each phase

is explained in the following.

1) keyGen: the model owner generates a set of secret key

sk and public key pk.

2) Transmit: the model owner transmits pk generated in

step 1 to the data owner.

3) Obfuscate: the model owner obfuscates the function f
by LUT-based obfuscation.

4) Encryption: the model owner encrypts the truth table of

LUTs with the secret key sk and transmits the obfuscated

function, which consists of the encrypted truth tables and

a circuit netlist, to the data owner. The data owner also

encrypts the input data with the public key pk
5) Evaluation: the data owner evaluates the encrypted data

by evaluating the obfuscated function using the TFHE

ciphertexts and the circuit netlist.

6) Mask: The result obtained in step 5 is still encrypted,

and hence it must be decrypted by the model owner who

possesses the secret key sk. However, if it is sent to

the model owner directly, the evaluation result will be

leaked. Therefore, the encrypted result is masked with,

for example, one-time pad.

7) Decryption: the model owner decrypts the masked en-

crypted result using his secret key sk and transmits the

masked result to the data owner.

Data Owner Model Owner

1. KeyGen

secret key

public keypublic key
2. Transmit

Algorithm

Obfuscated Algorithm
3. Obfuscate

Obfuscated Algorithm

Encrypted input

5. Evaluation
Encryped result

Masked
Encrypted result

6. Mask

7. Decrypt

Masked
Encrypted result

Masked result

8. Demaskresult

4. Encrypt

input

Masked result

Fig. 3: Proposed protocol.

8) Demask: the data owner demasks the masked result in

step 7 and obtains the result.

D. Procedure of Logic Locking over TFHE

In this section, we explain the procedure of logic locking

over TFHE using Fig. 1.

1) Derive a logical expression of the algorithm to be kept

secure.

2) Map the algorithm, formulated as a logical expression, to

a LUT-based structure with function determined by LUT

truth table values. Leveraging established techniques from

FPGA logic mapping and minimization can facilitate this

process.

3) Encrypt the truth table values using the secret key.

Experimentally, circuits solely composed of LUTs are of-

ten SAT attack-resilient. Despite the multiplexer overhead

introduced by LUT-based logic mapping, we mitigate this by

converting some LUTs into primitive logic gates in the mapped

circuit, reducing primitive logic gate count and improving

TFHE evaluation time. This partial LUT mapping approach

is evaluated in Section IV.

E. Security Analysis

In this section, we analyze the security of the proposed

logic locking scheme over TFHE. We begin by discussing

the assumptions made in the security analysis. Following that,

we describe various potential attack methods that could be

employed against the logic locking scheme over TFHE.

1) Assumptions of security analysis: We assume that the

data owner, having physical access to the computational re-

source and the locked algorithm, cannot decipher the function

due to the model owner’s exclusive access to the secret key.

The data owner masks the encrypted result using techniques

such as a one-time pad, requiring decryption by the model

owner, who is unaware of the decrypted result. Under the

HBC model, the security of encrypted data, including input,

logic locking key, and all results, depends on the difficulty
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of decrypting ciphertexts in TFHE’s Chosen-Plaintext Attack

(CPA) setting. The robustness of LWE-based FHE schemes,

founded on established hardness assumptions, safeguards the

encrypted data.

2) Possible attack methods: We infer that only the model

owner knows the decrypted result, and potential attacks are

confined to methods excluding decryption of the logic locking

key. In the HBC model, the data owner may query to gain

the model owner’s algorithm. Thus, we consider the SAT

attack [10]―noted as the most potent against logic locking

methods in Section II-B―as a possible method. If the SAT

attack demands considerable execution time, it will likely fail.

In addition to the above, we should also consider the

oracle-less attack. A notable example of an oracle-less attack,

specifically dedicated to LUT-based obfuscation, is found in

[27]. However, [27] assumes that the original circuits are

synthesized for ordinary logic gates, and that some of the

gates are replaced with LUTs afterwards. On the other hand,

the proposed method starts with the circuit fully consisting of

LUTs. Therefore, the attack efficiency is unclear. Moreover,

reproducing this attack poses challenges due to the lack of

details about which learning model should be used to predict

the truth table. Addressing this issue is one of our future work.

3) Remark: When the function is obfuscated, it conceals the

type of machine learning model used, reducing the likelihood

of successful model extraction attacks. Also, numerous queries

might alert the model owner to a potential attack.

4) Attack beyond HBC model and potential countermea-
sure: Our protocol may be vulnerable to malicious data

owners beyond the HBC model, who could send the encrypted

logic locking key to the model owner for decryption. Several

countermeasures can be considered:

i) For every inference, re-synthesize the algorithm to gener-

ate a different LUT-based circuit and change the key pair.

This makes any decrypted logic locking key fragments

from previous circuits invalid. Although key generation

and circuit re-synthesis are costly for the model owner,

they aren’t always necessary as obfuscated circuits are

highly resistant to SAT attacks. Additionally, the small

output size of many inference models reduces the decryp-

tion size of the logic locking key per malicious inference

query, further decreasing the required update frequency.

This update frequency will be experimentally evaluated

in the next section. The feasibility of circuit re-synthesis

for this purpose will be addressed in future work.

ii) Enable verifiable computation in TFHE. This would allow

the model owner to verify whether the masked encrypted

result is malicious. We anticipate TFHE will support

this feature. Alternatively, garbled circuits could replace

TFHE, as they already support verifiable computation.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this section, we conduct experimental evaluations of the

proposed logic locking over TFHE, focusing on both security

and performance aspects. For security evaluation, we measure

the execution time required to infer the correct key using SAT

attack as a metric, as discussed in Section III-E. Regarding

NN structure

Dataset

Logic expression

obfuscate (Sec. III.D)

obfuscated circuit TFHE
evaluation

SAT attack

train NN w/
LogicNets [31]

logic circuit

synthesize w/ ABC [32]

Fig. 4: Experiment flow.

performance evaluation, we measure the execution time of

TFHE and investigate the performance overhead introduced

by the logic locking mechanism.

A. Experimental Setup

We conducted evaluations on a system with an Intel Core i9-

10850K 10-core CPU @ 3.60GHz, 32GB RAM, and Ubuntu

20.04.2 LTS.

For security assessment, we employed the Satisfiable Mod-

ulo Theories (SMT)-attack tool [11] that integrates theoretical

solvers, facilitating complex modeling and stronger attacks.

Consistent with previous works [6], [8], we set a timeout of 5

days. If the solvers fail to identify the correct key within this

duration, we deem the attack as unsuccessful, confirming our

method’s security.

We utilized the Iyokan [28] framework for evaluating a

cryptographic logic circuit using TFHE, adopting its default

80-bit security parameters [17]. To our knowledge, Iyokan

provides the fastest execution time among TFHE frameworks.

We tested our method using a decision tree and Combi-

national Logic Neural Networks (CLNNs). The decision tree

model was trained with the UCI heart disease dataset [29]

using Python’s scikit-learn library [30], converted to a 14-bit

integer representation, and manually translated to a Verilog

format logic expression. CLNNs represent neural networks

as logic circuits, embedding the neural network parameters

directly within the logic circuit, a distinct characteristic of

this representation. For CLNNs, we employed LogicNets [31]

to encapsulate all neural network operations and weights

into logical expressions, output in Verilog format. We tested

two tasks from [31]: Jet Substructure Classification (JSC)

and Network Intrusion Detection (NID). These models were

selected to demonstrate the proposed protocol’s secure infer-

ence capabilities for machine learning models, although it is

applicable to other general algorithms.

B. Procedure and Implementation of Experiments

Fig. 4 outlines the experimental procedure validating our

secure computation protocol for CLNNs. We first trained

sparsely-connected, activated-quantized MLPs for the tasks

mentioned earlier using LogicNets PyTorch library. The train-

ing process involved 1000 epochs, a mini-batch size of 1024,

the ADAM optimizer, and a step-decay learning rate schedule

starting at 0.1. Subsequently, we automated the logic expres-

sion generation in Verilog format from the trained network

using a custom Python script. LogicNets’ output was then

mapped to 2-LUT and 3-LUT using Yosys-ABC [32].
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(a) NID-S (b) JSC-S

Fig. 5: Execution times of SAT attack and TFHE for different logic locking key bits.

Open-circle dots correspond to the strategy that selects LUTs near the primary output.

Fig. 6: TFHE runtime overhead vs.

circuit size with 100% LUT mapping.

TABLE I: Details of the chosen benchmarks.
Name Neurons (or Nodes) In Out Accuracy Circuit sizes

NID-S 593, 100 593 1 89.01% 50
NID-M 593, 256, 128, 128 593 1 89.62% 1,116
NID-L 593, 100, 100, 100 593 1 86.98% 860
JSC-S 64, 32, 32, 32 16 5 67.34% 4,056

DT 11 17 1 86.6% 206

Table I details the benchmarks used. Circuit sizes are com-

puted based on logic gates, considering gate type-dependent

TFHE execution time. In TFHE, NOT gates have negligible

impact on execution time, while 2-input MUX gates require

double the evaluation time compared to 2-input logic gates

like AND and OR. Thus, we calculate the circuit size as 2 ×
(# of 2-input MUX gates) + (# of 2-input logic gates).

For partial LUT mapping, we select LUTs from the pre-

mapped circuit. We re-synthesize the circuit with Yosys-ABC

[32], keeping selected LUTs and integrating AND, NAND,

OR, and NOT gates. Two selection strategies are employed:

random selection and near-output selection. For each logic

locking key bit, we conducted five trials, four using random

selection and one near-output selection.

The SAT attack tool [11] requires bench format netlists for

obfuscated and original circuits. We used a custom Python

script to convert Verilog to bench format. TFHE evaluation

was done using Iyokan [28] with the obfuscated netlist input.

C. Security Analysis against SAT attack

Fig. 5 displays the SAT attack execution times on obfuscated

NN circuits for NID-S and JSC-S tasks, illustrating variations

with the number of logic locking key bits. Evidently, the SAT

attack time extends with more key bits. For the NID-S task,

three-fifths of the 128-bit obfuscated circuits resisted the SAT

attack. In 144 and 176-bit instances, all obfuscated circuits

timed out during the SAT attack. In the JSC-S task, the SAT

attack timed out for obfuscations of 512 bits or more. When

the JSC-S circuit was entirely mapped with LUTs, the logic

locking key reached 15,584 bits, suggesting that such large-

scale obfuscation is unnecessary for SAT attack resistance.

The SAT attack resistance varies based on the LUT replace-

ment selection. For example, the SAT attack time for the 88-

bit NID-S task exhibited a three-order-of-magnitude difference

among five trials. The strategy selecting LUTs near primary

outputs (open-circle dots) outperformed the random selection

strategy (filled-circle dots), aligning with [33]’s report.

TABLE II: Execution times of SAT attack.
Name 88-bit key 144-bit key

NID-M 1.248× 103 s Timeout

NID-L 6.847× 103 s Timeout

DECISION-TREE 0.3109 s Timeout

Table II shows the SAT attack times for three other bench-

mark circuits. For these, we applied the LUT selection strat-

egy choosing LUTs near primary outputs. These benchmarks

achieved resistance to the SAT attack with 144-bit obfuscation.

D. Runtime Performance of TFHE

Fig. 5 shows the variation in TFHE execution time with

respect to logic locking key bits on NID-S and JSC-S tasks.

The execution time increases linearly with the key bits as the

circuit size expands linearly. Moreover, on the JSC-S task,

the LUT selection strategy choosing LUTs near the primary

output yields a shorter TFHE execution time than the random

selection strategy. This suggests that concentrating LUTs near

primary outputs allows more logic synthesis flexibility, leading

to smaller circuits.

We evaluated the overhead from LUT-based obfuscation,

including the TFHE execution time for the original unobfus-

cated circuit (zero key bits). In the NID-S circuit with only

LUTs (176 key bits), the runtime overhead is 4.08×. For 144-

bit obfuscation, the overhead decreases to 3.65×, and all five

trials resist the SAT attack.

For the JSC-S task with only LUTs (15584-bit obfuscation),

the overhead is 5.00×, mostly independent of circuit size as it

arises from LUT overhead over primitive gates. Interestingly,

for 512-bit obfuscation, the overhead is 0.877×, indicating

that the obfuscated circuit’s TFHE execution time is shorter

than the original circuit’s due to fewer LUTs. The logic

synthesis tool uses heuristics, as logic mapping is NP-hard,

so the observed reduction in circuit size could be due to such

side effects. Thus, our experiments empirically show that an

obfuscated algorithm representation, resistant to SAT attacks,

can be achieved with minimal overhead, potentially obscured

by logic synthesis result volatility.

Fig. 6 shows the overhead of LUT-based obfuscation in

TFHE runtime for various circuit sizes with ISCAS bench-

marks and others mentioned in the paper. It indicates that

the overhead remains between 3 to 5 times, suggesting the

obfuscation overhead is independent of circuit size.
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Fig. 7: Resilience against the SAT attack to partial leakage of

logic locking key from full LUT-based circuit (JSC-S).

E. Resilience to Partial Leakage of Logic Locking Key

As mentioned in Section III-E4, the proposed protocol

may be vulnerable to attacks beyond the HBC model. One

countermeasure is to generate a new LUT-based circuit with

a fresh pair of public and secret keys by re-synthesizing the

algorithm for each inference. However, this carries substantial

computational costs. Hence, we evaluated the tolerance to

logic locking key leakage against SAT attacks.

Fig.7 shows that even with 15,072 leaked key bits, the SAT

attack remains unsuccessful for the JSC-S task, with five trials

conducted using random key-bit selection. Fig.7 suggests that

updating cryptographic keys and obfuscated circuit is needed

only after every 3,000 inferences, as five bits, equivalent to

inference output bits, leak per inference. The high resistance

of the full-LUT circuit to SAT attacks allows for less frequent

updates. A similar pattern was observed with the smaller NID-

S task circuit, where 32-bit key leakage was deemed tolerable.

For both JSC-S and NID-S tasks, the required logic locking

key bits under partial key leakage (512 for JSC-S and 144 for

NID-S) are consistent with the results in Fig. 5.

V. CONCLUSION

In this study, we present a novel approach for protecting

both user data and algorithms in two-party PFE scenarios. We

introduce logic locking to obscure the algorithm, and TFHE

for processing encrypted user data using the encrypted logic

locking key. Our method’s security has been analyzed under

the honest-but-curious model. We applied this approach to

machine learning inference applications, specifically combina-

tional logic neural networks (CLNNs) and decision trees. Our

experiments demonstrate that the prepared benchmarks resist

SAT attacks. Further, we found that an obfuscated algorithm

representation resilient to the SAT attack can be achieved with

minimal TFHE runtime overhead.
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